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Blue Mountains UFO Research Club News. Our meetings are held on the third Saturday of the month, at the 

Gilroy residence, 12 Kamillaroi Road, South Katoomba, from 1pm onwards.  
We are situated on the corner of Kamillaroi Road and Ficus Street, and as we always say, 
park in Ficus Street where there is safer parking.  
PLEASE NO SMOKING ON THE PREMISES. 
ALSO, NO LARGE BAGS IN THE CINEMA OR THE HOUSE.  
PLEASE NOTE. Please contact us prior to bringing along any new friends interested in 
UFOlogy and the mysteries generally. Anyone with any personal experiences involving 
UFOs or the ‘unexplained’ are invited to share them with us all. 
Contact Information: Phone: 02 4782 3441, Email: randhgilroy44@bigpond.com [or catch 

our website on rexgilroy.com or mysteriousaustralia.com]. Also see us at ‘Rex and Heather Gilroys Blue 
Mountains UFO Research Club’ on Facebook. 
 A plate of food to share for afternoon tea is appreciated.  

PROGRAM FOR 21ST
 DECEMBER. [This ise our Christmas get-together]. 

 This month the meeting begins at 1pm with a get-together in the house. If the weather if good we 
will conduct a ‘round table’ discussion in the backyard on UFO matters. 

 As usual anyone who has seen a UFO lately or has similar information to share, please do so as 
we all want to hear about it. At previous meetings these discussions proved quite popular, this is 
now a regular part of the program. 

 In the cinema there will be a special presentation of a DVD documentary on Underground Bases 
which although American says just about everything that the Gilroys have been saying for years 
on the Australian underground complexes, especially that beneath Burragorang Valley. This 
documentary is a ‘must’. 

 For those able to remain after the meeting, once darkness falls and provided the weather remains 
good there will be a Skywatch down on Kings Tableland Road at a clifftop which provides an 
excellent view of the Jamieson, Kedumba and Burragorang Valleys and where the Gilroys recently 
saw UFO activity in the Burragorang. Don’t forget - warm clothing is a MUST as it can still get 

quite cool  at night] and bring a torch and binoculars. No BBQ is planned out there at this 

stage as the weather and the bush is too dry.  

 Also for those who stay later, there will be a film show of science fiction ‘oldies’. 

 We look forward to seeing everyone on Saturday 21st December, 2013. 

A Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to All! 
 If any member has information or an article to place in either “Mysterious Australia” or “The 

Blue Mountains UFO Research Club” newsletters please feel free to forward it to us by the 

second Saturday of the month. [OR if anyone has material/DVD or a report to present at our 

meetings please bring it along as you are welcome to present it].  

 Also our guest speaker program has been a welcome addition to our meetings and we are 

already planning more for 2014.  Meanwhile we have received enquiries from prospective new 

members. 2014 looks like being a big year for the Club! 

To assist with the costs involved in producing the  
newsletters a gold coin donation is requested. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Rex and Heat h e r  Gi l roy ,  Aus t ra l i a ’ s  t op  UFO 
and ‘Unex pl a i ned ’  My s t e r i e s  R e s ear ch  t eam .   

Phot o  c opy r i gh t  © Rex Gil roy  2013 .  
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VALE.  

IT IS WITH SADNESS THAT WE HAVE LEARNT OF THE PASSING OF LLOYD 

PYE ON 9TH
 DECEMBER. LLOYD WAS A NOTED AMERICAN RESEARCHER 

AND AUTHOR WHO HAD SPENT MORE THAN 30 YEARS INVESTIGATING 

ALL ASPECTS OF EVOLUTION, WHICH CONVINCED HIM THAT HUMANS 

DID NOT EVOLVE ON EARTH, OR AT LEAST WERE THE PRODUCT OF 

EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL INTERVENTION. 
 Lloyd was diagnosed on July 17th with “aggressive B-cell lymphoma”.  

Following a stint at the Klinik Marinus in Brannenburg, Germany for three weeks 
of intensive therapy, followed by several weeks back in London doing "aftercare" 
treatments the general feeling was that the outcome was positive. However, the 
tumour rebounded and on Dec 9th 2013 Lloyd Pye passed away. His work on the 

Starchild project is continuing as he had passed over the reins to a team which will continue the work that Lloyd  
has begun.   

He was the author of “Everything You Know is Wrong”. In February 1999 a couple in west Texas 
contacted him about a peculiar artefact they owned. It was a genuine bone skull that weighted half as much as 
a normal human skull and looked nothing like one. it dated 900 years old and has become known as the Star 
Child skull. 

Heather and I were supposed to meet Lloyd at a UFO Conference organised by UFORNSW and 
UFOESA, at Lidcombe Catholic Club on Saturday 2nd October, 2004. A few days prior to this event, while 
on  archaeological research on the NSW far south coast at Dalmeny near Narooma as we were about to drive 
home, I suffered a heart attack which saw me put in Moruya and later Canberra Hospitals for a few days. 

This meant that I would miss the conference. Heather notified organiser Peter Khoury who informed 
the gathering. 

Lloyd Pye, who had heard of my ground-breaking 
researches in America and who had corresponded with me, 
wanted to meet me, so just after I was discharged from 
hospital and arrived home, Peter Khoury kindly 
drove Lloyd [and also Russian Dr. Valery 
Uvarov, who had spoken on Russian UFO 
material released by his government] up to our 
home at Katoomba to meet me. 

Lloyd had wanted to see some of my 
fossil hominin skull collection, but was taken back 
somewhat by the fact that they were so old they had 
become mineralised. Having forgotten my heart attack I 

gave Lloyd Pye a lecture of my own on Australian mineralisation processes which turn bone to stone, and by 
the time everyone had to return to Sydney I had convinced him that modern humans had evolved in Australia 
from Homo erectus long before this event occurred in Africa! 

Lloyd and Valery were also intensely interested in our work on the vast ‘top secret’ 
American/Australian underground advanced space travel research base beneath the Burragorang Valley 
which extends over a vast area beneath the Blue mountains.  

Both these great UFOlogists recognised us as Australia’s leading husband and wife researchers in the 
field of UFOlogy among our other researches. This was indeed gratifying for us, and myself in particular, 
having spent a lifetime of dedicated field investigations, in the course of which I have gathered my massive 
natural science collection. Lloyd and Valery both said that the Gilroys are known overseas as foremost 
Australian UFO authorities.  

We treasure photos taken with Lloyd and Valery in our backyard and the three large laminated colour 
ads for the conference with their autographs, and of course they got ours! 

Farewell Lloyd as you are ‘beamed up’ to other worlds in an eternal universe beyond our dimension! 
-0- 

 
 

 
 

Lloyd Pye with Rex Gilroy in 2004. 

Dr Valery 
Uvarov 
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FROM FILERS FILES. #49 – 2013 - December  4
th
; #50 – 2013 - December 11

th
, 2013; #51 – 2013 - 

December 18
th
 2013. 

There are many theories as to what 'UFOs' are and where they come 
from. The theories include, but are not limited to, Misidentification 
(including aircraft, Mars and Venus); Extraterrestrial Craft; Beings from 
Other Dimensions; The Hollow Earth; Underground Bases; Natural 
Phenomena including Ball Lightning, Earth Lights and Lenticular 
Clouds; Psychological Effects; Earth Effects; Time Travel; UFO/Fire 
Balloons (Chinese/sky lanterns); and Hoaxes. 

Worldwide Trouble Brewing 

  The news in the US is controlled by six 
companies that choose to limit your knowledge 
of world events and often provide information 
favorable to them and often harmful to you. A 
series of unfavorable situations that should be 
revealed are occurring. There is strong evidence 
our weather is being manipulated or 
GeoEngineered. Weather modification is 

SOME UFO REPORTS GLEANED 

FROM THE INTERNET.  
NB. These reports are presented for your perusal, information and enjoyment 
and whilst all care is taken with their presentation no responsibility for their 

authenticity is taken by the editor. Please exercise your own judgement. 
These following reports have been used with the kind permission of – 

Filer's Files 

George A. Filer III New Jersey State Director 
MUFON Eastern Region Director 
www.nationalUFOcenter.com. 

 
 

http://www.listrocket.com/public/link.php?url=http://www.nationalufocenter.com/&lid=79482&uid=5354206&sid=31832&mid=27278
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resulting in the extreme conditions that we are witnessing with unusual early cold and snow in December and 
the worst drought in 50 years.  It appears to be designed to physically harm the US, Canada and Western 
European Nations. 

Jet streams are fast flowing, narrow air currents on Earth that are westerly winds (flowing west to east). Jet 
streams are caused by a combination of a planet's rotation on its axis and atmospheric heating by solar 
radiation. They form near boundaries of adjacent air masses with significant differences in temperature. 

Meteorologists use the location of some of the jet streams as an aid in weather forecasting. The main 
commercial relevance of the jet streams is in air travel, as flight time can be dramatically affected by either 
flying with the flow or against the flow of a jet stream.  

The HAARP ionosphere heater installations around the globe appear to be routinely manipulating the jet 
stream.  Dr. Nick Begich writes, “AARP will zap the upper atmosphere with a focused and steerable electromagnetic beam. 
It is an advanced model of an "ionospheric heater." The ionosphere is the electrically-charged sphere surrounding Earth's upper 
atmosphere. It ranges between 40 to 60 miles above the surface of the Earth. 

Put simply, the apparatus for HAARP is a reversal of a radio telescope; antenna send out signals instead of receiving. 
HAARP is the test run for a super-powerful radiowave-beaming technology that lifts areas of the ionosphere by focusing a beam 
and heating those areas. 

"Weather modification is possible by, for example, altering upper atmosphere wind patterns by constructing one or more plumes of 
atmospheric particles which will act as a lens or focusing device.” From Angels Don't Play this HAARP: http://haarp.net/ 

The US has a HAARP site in Alaska but it is doubtful it alone is effective or motivated to harm the US. The 
jet stream was involved in hundreds of severe tornados and flooding in the US this year. 

Jet stream analysis maps attempt to highlight the location and strength of the jet streams. This map shows the 
pattern of winds in blue in the upper troposphere, on the 300 millibar pressure surface which corresponds 
roughly to an altitude of around 32,000 feet where I generally flew for some 5,000 hours and often used it to 
gain speed of my aircraft on about a 100 mph. 

Russia has more HAARP ionosphere heater installations than any other country and could be manipulating 
the jet stream that flows around the world. Pushing the jet stream near Moscow, Central Russia and the 
Kamchatka Peninsula could cause the jet stream to undulate north to Alaska and pick up the cold air and 
bring it south into the US. 

China has admitted to causing it to snow in various places in its country. Much of the Eastern US was hit by 
10 to 12 inches of wet snow and temperatures 20 to 30 degrees below normal. The UK is having the worst 
coastal tidal surge in over 60 years. 

There is a mountain of data including already conducted experiments, satellite imagery, lab tests of snow, 
observations on the ground, and multiple existing patents,  all of which point solidly to the conclusion that 
snow storms are being engineered with well-established weather modification processes. Heavy tornados 
recorded in the last couple years are also affected by the jet streams. 

 Weather Modification 
Two known patents for the process of “artificial ice nucliation for weather modification” exist. The Chinese 
government has openly admitted they are creating” artificial snow storms” but later backtracked after causing 
a billion dollars of damage to Beijing. If the Chinese government can routinely create snow storms out of 
what should have been a rain event, how much more advanced must our government be at this same 
process?  

 

http://www.listrocket.com/public/link.php?url=http://haarp.net/&lid=88363&uid=5354206&sid=34230&mid=29134
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Radioactive Debris the Size of Texas Impacting West Coast 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Initial Fukushima radiation release is more than 100 times larger than Chernobyl. Another obvious sign is the 
recent mass migration of radioactive debris the size of Texas moving across the Pacific Ocean and a marine 
radionuclide plume. BBC News in the U.K. reported last year that literally millions of tons of radioactive 
debris had begun traveling across the Pacific Ocean, and that some of it had already impacted Hawaii, Alaska, 
and even the West Coast. 

There has also been a series of strange animal deaths recently, including masses of sea lions, salmon and other 
sea creatures washing up on the shore. Many of the polar bears, seals and walruses observed along the Alaska 
coastline have also been found to have major fur loss and open sores, both of which are indicative of 
radiation poisoning. 

Then we have the scientific reports that claim radioactive water will continue to impact the U.S. West Coast 
for many years to come, potentially doubling in strength over the next five or six years. Plankton, bluefin tuna 
and other sea life collected between Hawaii and California are already testing high for radiation, and these 
levels are expected to continue increasing. 

“Look at what’s going on now: They’re dumping huge amounts of radioactivity into the ocean — no one expected that in 
2011,” stated Daniel Hirsch, a nuclear policy lecturer at the University of California recently to Global 

Security Newswire. “We could have large numbers of cancer from ingestion of fish.” 

Congress Holds Hearing on “Aliens” 

 

 

 

 

 Artist’s Rendition of “Earth-Like” Planet Kepler-69c. 

 

The House science committee carved out two hours of time on December 4, 2013 to discuss the search for 
extraterrestrial life. The hearing got Republican-led, scientifically challenged committee to seriously discuss an 
important field of research — and the funding needed to keep it going. It is not a call for the Obama 
administration to release the contents of the X-Files, which totally exist. It’s titled “Astrobiology: The Search 
for Biosignatures in our Solar System and Beyond.” It features testimony from astrobiologists from NASA, and MIT. 
The committee is chaired by Rep. Lamar Smith, a Texan who, among other things, is a climate change skeptic: “ 
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Astrobiology includes the search for earth-like exoplanets beyond our solar system, and the identification of 
possible biosignatures on other worlds including Mars. It’s produced a series of exciting discoveries such as 
the Kepler spacecraft planet-hunting mission that indicates there are billions of earth-like planets in the Milky 
Way alone. NASA announced that the Hubble telescope has found water in the atmospheres of five different 
planets. But the research leading to these discoveries are exactly the sorts of programs that the agency might 
cut if the sequestration is still around in early 2014. Those cuts would likely kill the still-active Cassani mission 
to learn about nearby planets. 

Rep. Chris Stewart, a Republican, asked the scientists “Let’s assume that we find life? What do we do then? How does 
that change things with us in the way we view ourselves?” Rep.Bill Posey, also a Republican, noted, “You’ve pretty much 
indicated life on other planets is inevitable. It’s just a matter of time and funding.” Rep. Ralph Hall, the former chair of 
the committee, said, “These questions are not customarily seen in Congress because planetary research gets everyone excited.” 

With adequate resources and funding, witness Sara Seager told the committee that scientists could 
find signs of life beyond earth in a generation. The-Wire” – http://www.thewire.com/ Thanks to 
William Puckett, Director Http://www.UFOsnw.com* 

Australia Video Captured  
Narrabeen, New South Wales – On November 19, 2013, there were two high-altitude jets that passed by 
just before and after the sighting. Following the event there was a single low flying helicopter with an 
extremely bright spotlight shining around that was likely conducting military training exercises in my town. 
The soldiers are very present in the town. I believe I witnessed something very similar to last night in Hervey 
Bay. This sighting was bright and luminous last night. Nor did previous sightings have the orange color to 
them. Thanks towww.ufoinfo.com 
 

 Melbourne -- The video shows four lights slowly moving in 
the same direction at different speeds on December 3, 
2013.Then one fades out and two seem to remain still while 
another that was previously still moves off in a different 
direction all below the clouds. The video ends before they all 
fade out. 

The local newspaper, the Herald Sun, asked the president of 
the nearby Mt. Burnett Observatory, Perry Vlahos, what he 
thought of the video. 

He told them, “It’s really very difficult to say from looking at this 
footage, without seeing first-hand.” However he assured them, “One thing I can guarantee is they were not little green men from 
Mars. They could be lanterns, satellites, or police helicopters.”  Vlahos’ “Best guess was that they were Chinese paper lanterns 
that have a candle inside that heat carries up and move in the wind.” 

http://www.openminds.tv/australian-ufo-video-captured-near-melbourne/25233 

Mars Living Organisms 

NASA's robotic rover on Mars has found signs that a vast 
and hospitable lake once spread over the now-desolate 
Martian surface, providing a potential home to past life for 
centuries or longer. 

The shallow water body was roughly the size of one of New 
York's Finger Lakes. Its waters boasted low salinity, just the 
right acidity and all the chemicals needed to support living 

http://www.listrocket.com/public/link.php?url=http://www.thewire.com/&lid=88366&uid=5354206&sid=34230&mid=29134
http://www.listrocket.com/public/link.php?url=Http://www.UFOsnw.com*&lid=88367&uid=5354206&sid=34230&mid=29134
http://www.listrocket.com/public/link.php?url=http://www.ufoinfo.com&lid=55606&uid=5354206&sid=34230&mid=29134
http://www.listrocket.com/public/link.php?url=http://www.openminds.tv/australian-ufo-video-captured-near-melbourne/25233&lid=88372&uid=5354206&sid=34230&mid=29134
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organisms. Other than on Earth, the lake was the most life-friendly place in the solar system, according to a 
study published in the journal Science and announced Monday at American Geophysical Union conference in 
San Francisco. 

NASA soil mineralogist Douglas Ming, who took part in the new research reports, "Is this a smoking gun 
that this was a habitable environment? There's pretty good evidence for that. We have an 
environment that is very much like on Earth 

Australia Circle 
Glen WAVERLEY-- I was outside my house on December 15, 2013, when I noticed in the clear the night 
sky I saw a bright shooting star ascending from the ground to the stars at rapid pace. It was moving very fast 
leaving a trail behind and then just vanished into the dark sky. I was truly amazed at its speed and there was 
no sound. My first thought was "Do shooting stars fly in that direction?" I wanted to inform you to find in 
someone else saw it. I really feel as though I may have witnessed something truly amazing. I do have the 
greatest skyline view from my house and this is the first time vie seen anything like this! Rob. Thanks to 
MUFON CMS 

Comet Ison Passes near the Sun 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It appears that the comet broke apart and disintegrated mostly into dust, gas and is a ghost of its original 
size.  However, one part of the nucleus remains.  It survived the close approach to the sun, but is too dim to 
become readily viewable in the sky.  Hubble will have a look for the remnant once it moves far enough from 
the Sun for Hubble to safely point at it, in mid-December. 

NASA now says the comet's nucleus — or a part of it — survived its brush with the sun and is continuing on 
its journey. It certainly appears as if there is an object there that is emitting material but probably won’t be 
visible with the naked eye. Thanks to Frank Chille 

China Will Land on the Moon 

China is in the final stages of preparing its robotic to launch 
atop a Long March 3B rocket, slated for liftoff in early 
December. The ambitious mission is built to first orbit the 
moon, then propel down to a landing site, after which a small, 
solar-powered lunar rover will be unleashed. Already on duty 
orbiting the moon is NASA's Lunar Atmosphere and Dust 
Environment Explorer (LADEE). The probe's science 
instrument commissioning is now underway, after which the 
spacecraft will drop down to the lower lunar science orbit and 
start the full science phase of the mission. 

"The arrival of the Chang'e 3 spacecraft into lunar orbit and then its 
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descent to the surface will result in a significant contamination of the lunar exosphere by the propellant," said Jeff Plescia, who 
chairs NASA's Lunar Exploration Analysis Group (LEAG), chartered to assist the space agency in planning 
the scientific exploration of the moon. 

While Chang'e 3's mission will create some problems for LADEE — in that the US spacecraft would 
measure not only the native exosphere, but also the Chinese spacecraft's propellant and how it becomes 
distributed into the lunar exosphere. 

LADEE will also measure the dust lofted above the lunar surface by the Chang'e 3 touchdown. Thanks 
to space.com 

Australia Orbs 
Ingham, Queensland – I was in my front yard on November 11, 2013, when a bright gently pulsing orange 
orb appeared heading southwest at 9 PM, It was significantly brighter than the brightest stars; I ran inside and 
called my father out who also witnessed the event. The orange orb gently passed through the sky silently at 
around 9:15 PM. It was not like any normal aircraft and we both agreed it was a very strange thing to be 
occurring. The orb changed directions as if it was conducting a turn and stopped twice very briefly before 
continue its journey toward the southwest until eventually it gently faded away into thin air in clear night 
skies. The moon was also present at the time so the object was very luminous. 

 Narrabeen – On November 19th, 2013, at 8.30 PM, two witnesses saw a round red object. They did not feel 
it could be a Chinese lantern. . A red round ball was slowly moving in the sky. I was driving, pulled around 
the corner, and then it was gone! Thanks to www.ufoinfo.com 

 New Zealand Disc 

Invercargill, Southland -- I was sitting in my lounge when something caught my eye that was moving north 
and was heading to fly over my house on November 16, 2013, at 3.45 PM. I rushed outside by this time it had 
passed my house and was travelling north. I watched it until it disappeared in 20 seconds. There was no noise, 
and it flew faster than any airplane. 1t was like a dinner plate facing up and a dinner plate on top facing down 
in a dark blue in color. Thanks towww.ufoinfo.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

A Merry Christmas and a Happy 

New Year to ALL 

http://space.com/
http://www.listrocket.com/public/link.php?url=http://www.ufoinfo.com&lid=55606&uid=5354206&sid=34176&mid=29094
http://www.listrocket.com/public/link.php?url=http://www.ufoinfo.com&lid=87479&uid=5354206&sid=34176&mid=29094
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Please Note: 

THE NEXT MEETING WILL BE HELD ON 18TH
 JANUARY, 2014.  

same time, same place – 12 Kamillaroi Road, Katoomba.  
                              

Our previous meeting was a huge success with a number of new people and we look forward to seeing you at 
our next one.  
There should be some good Skywatches ahead of us up here at Katoomba weather permitting.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
Meanwhile, there is a lot happening ‘up there’ at present so - 
Until our next meeting – 

Watch the Skies! 
Rex and Heather 

 


